GRAPHOLOGY

Graphology
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your
kind letter, together with the enclosed analysis of
my hand-writing by the world famous graphologist
Mr. A. The answer to your question whether I am
satisfied with his interpretation and whether what
he says is true, is very much in the affirmative. I
am puzzled, nay, overwhelmed and staggered by
the deep insight of Mr. A., whose mysterious
personality has been engaging my interest for a
long time. He has looked into the deepest recesses of my heart, has revealed the most intimate
secrets of my soul, and has-merely from a few
lines of writing, and without any personal knowledge of me - grasped my whole personality,
describing me as I really am. If we were not
living in the century of science and discovery, I
should feel tempted to credit him with second sight
or a sixth sense. But you can judge for yourself,
from your intimate knowledge of me, what I must
have felt when I read in Mr. A.'s analysis such revelations concerning my inmost character as the
following:
That I have considerable ups and downs and am
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definitely influenced by external circumstances;
That I do not always appear to be as I really am;
That obstacles preventing the realisation of my
wishes produce a depressing effect upon me;
That I should be capable of far more intense
emotion than I myself think, but for the fact that
the intensity of my emotions is repressed by my
belief that I am incapable of intense emotion ;
That I am a mixture of contradictory characteristics, so that, for instance, I like to recall pleasant
experiences, whereas I have a distinct aversion for
unpleasant ones ;
That I have a weakness for convivial talk, but
can keep silent when my interests require it;
That I sometimes feel superior to other people's
estimate of me, while at other times I doubt my
own worth;
That I am sometimes cheerful and at other times
depressed, all according to the mood I happen to
be in;
That I often think how much more I could have
achieved if everything had happened as I wished ;
And so on-all a hundred per cent true.
Y ou have known me for a long time, so you will
understand how surprised I must have been by
this ruthless but frank exposure of my innermost
character.
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Since I was privileged to experience the benefits
of graphology personally, my interest in this science
has considerably increased, especially after I had
checked the analysis, which I did immediately after
I had received it by accosting four strangers in the
street and reading the analysis to them, with the
only alteration that I used the plural instead of the
singular. In the end the whole five of us acknowledged with deep emotion, and with our hands
on our hearts, that the character delineation was
perfect and that the prominent graphologist had
penetrated our innermost personalities. We only
disagreed on the final paragraph of the analysis,
which said that I was inclined to be cynical and
ironical, that I sometimes subjected everything to
keen criticism, and that I had no faith in graphology.
We plunged into a heated argument over this
paragraph because each and all of the other four-a
tinker, a Baptist minister, a detective and a male
nurse-insisted that it fitted them, too, and passionately declared that the graphologist had once more
hit the nail on the head, for they really did not
believe that it was possible to tell the truth from a
person's hand-writing. Therefore, they said, the
graphologist was right. But I argued that since I
believed in graphology, the graphologist was wrong
in stating that I had no faith in graphology, and the

fact that he was wrong proved that graphology was
no earthly good, consequently I did not believe in
graphology, which proved that the graphologist
was right.
Having thus reached the same conclusion as the
other four, though in a different way, we parted
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friends.

SLIMMING

Slimming
My darling and I were wandering in the temple of
Art, and I pointed to a masterpiece of Rubens,
saying : " Behold, here's an Idea gleaming through
the fog of the ages and lending immortality to the
passion of a fleeting moment; behold the bright
radiance of life in the eyes of that woman as she lies
in the arms of her lover; oh, can't you sense the
almighty power of Art." And my darling replied
with emotion : " Y es, the woman's very well done,
they didn't wear any brassieres in those days, did
they? You see, it's best not to have too many
farinaceous foods, because they're fattening,
vegetables aren't and I'm not going to have any
more farinaceous foods, ever."
My darling and I sat enchanted in the temple of
Thalia, basking in the sun of Shakespeare's genius
and overwhelmed by the divinely inspired art of
the great Duse, which raised the tragedy of Macbeth
to ethereal levels, and as the great Italian actress,
with the wonderful lines still trembling on her lips,
floated forward like a disembodied spirit, my
darling, hypnotised by this vision like the rest of the
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audience, at last spoke with a tremor in her voice:
" I hear this Duse woman lives on spinach and hazel
nuts, without the juice, that's why she's so slimin
the waist, but she's got fat calves, I'm going to
order those tinned onions after all, and I'm not going
to have any more meat, ever."
I took my darling to the Zoo and talked to her
about the fauna of the world, saying how wonderful
was our earth with its jungles and deserts and its
thousands of species of animals, and how wonderful
it was that Man should have travelled by the torch
of reason and civilisation all the way from a gorilla
to a Goethe, and my darling listened in deep
thought, then she observed thoughtfully : " Y es,
darling, quite, quite, and how is it that for instance
these monkeys are so slim, I'm sure they don't eat
bread with their soup like the Granach woman,
she lost ten pounds last week by taking citric acid
and she used to have a terrible big stomach and it's
all gone now, l'm not going to have any bread or
even vegetables for month."
My darling and I were sitting on the grass near
the ruins, with the nightingale singing above our
heads and crickets chirping at our feet, and there
were mystic shadows in the star studded heavens as
the silver crescent of the moon sailed into view;
the world became filled with love and enchantment
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and with tears of emotion rising to my eyes I said :
Behold, my darling, the star studded firmament
above our heads, behold the stars, each a world like
our own, each with people who love and hate,
laugh and cry, oh, behold the stars and the moon."
And my darling understood, and leaning her dear
head on my bosom she heaved a sigh that seemed
to come from her dear heart. "Tell me, darling,"
she whispered, " how does the moon manage to
get so slim? I'm not going to have any green
peas for the next three weeks."
My darling came to visit my grave and conjured
me up from the deep. I appeared to her, a skeleton
in a white sheet, saying • " Woman, if thou couldst
but understand me thou wouldst come and be
united with me in the Beyond." Whereupon she
spoke in ecstasy • "O, won't you tell me what
made you so slim ? " " Death," said I. Then
take me with you," said my darling rapturously,
" take me with you ! "
And I did.

Turning Over a New Leaf
I met my friend at three in the afternoon. I had
not seen him for a long time at this café, but he was
sitting at his old table. He was neither reading nor
writing, only gazing in front of him, but he did
not appear to be either bored or tired.
As I sat down beside him he saluted me briefly
and firmly, in the tone of a man who knew the
precise significance of a greeting and gives it neither
more nor less time than is strictly necessary. His
eyes rested calmly on my face, and the way he looked
straight into my eyes conveyed a superiority that
comes from a perfectly clear conscience.
"Well," I said with some embarrassment, "and
how are you ? "
" Very well, thanks," said my friend very loudly
and firmly. I was taken aback.
Er . . .", I said, " You look . . . changed. A
different man."
" I should think so, too," replied my friend and
there was a trace of irony in his voice. He fixed
me with his gaze so . . . so challengingly that I
G
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TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF

involuntarily averted my head and looked round the
café uncertainly.
" What are you doing these days ? " I asked
timidly.
This time there was unveiled irony in his
expression.
What I'm doing these days ?? he said. " Well,
what I'm doing these days is nothing like what you
fellows are doing these days."
" Really ? Then what are you doing ? "
He hesitated for a moment, as though reflecting
whether I was worthy of his confidence. Finally
he bent forward and spoke with a triumphant light
in his eyes:
"Well, listen, old son-that is, if the long nights
you waste in cafés haven't softened your brain too
much for you to comprehend an intelligent account
of anything. This'll give you food for thought.
I'll tell you briefly what I'm doing these daysno, not like that, I'd better give you an example,
my daily programme .... Well, first of all ....
" Reveille at eight. I jump out of bed, have a
good wash, dress. Breakfast not in a café that's
all over and done with-but in a little dairy in the
same street. A simple, modest, but refreshing and
invigorating breakfast. It's now half past eight.
Are you listening ? "

• Of course. I'm all ears."
"So it's about half past eight, and I sit down to
work to write. Yes, write, in the early morning,
while my brain is fresh and clear. This goes on till
eleven, when I retire to the next room, where I
take an hour's healthy, invigorating exercise with
my weights and punch ball-preserving a correct
balance between a healthy body and a healthy mind,
,,
you kn 1OW.
" Splendid ! "I said heartily.
"I should think so," replied my friend. "This
is the only way to make something out of your life,
not your way, spending your nights at the café and
going to bed in the small hours. Well, where were
we ? Oh, yes, now comes lunch, a nice, fresh,
healthy, invigorating lunch. Then I read until four
o'clock, it's serious reading, a gathering of inspiration and knowledge from my growing library, just
as a bee gathers honey from the flowers."
"From the flowers," I repeated. "I beg your
pardon, I'm taking it down."
"Go ahead. Well, from four until six I write.
after six, more exercise, then a cup of coffee. At
seven I go down to the park for a walk. At eight
o' clock supper, a frugal, healthy, invigorating supper.
Then a short walk, some more serious reading, and
so, at ten o'clock precisely, to bed. And in ten
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minutes I'm asleep. It's the calm, restful, refreshing sleep of a man who's spent the day in honest,
purposeful work and study, in a manner that redounds to his credit, preserving and developing
the precious physical and intellectual gifts with
which a gracious providence has blessed him."
My friend declaimed the last words in a fine
frenzy, somewhat after the manner of our greatest
tragedian in the Wagram scene of the " Son of an
Eagle." I looked at him dazedly.
" And," I asked, " how long have you been living
like that ? "
My friend lowered his head. The light went out
of his eyes. His face became lined. His mouth
drooped.
"I'm starting to-morrow morning .... I've just
worked it out."

Domestic Bliss
It is a well-known fact that it is not good for
an a selfish animal, to live alone, hence, some
ago, I took a wife unto myself, believing that
would bring me happiness. Someone to love
and be loved by, someone to import heavenly bliss
into my earthly existence, someone to rescue me
from the stormy seas of errant passion. I rented a
four-roomed flat, which was in due course filled with
the happy laughter of children. The names of my
children are Fritz, Franz and Liselotte. Then there
is my poor dear wife Joshua, whom I call Joshua,
firstly because I want at least something of her all
to myself, and secondly because a masculine name
fits her perfectly, for she wears her hair very short,
rides, smokes and gambles like a man. The reason
I call her poor dear is that she might have hooked
a far better husband than myself, had she been a
little more fortunate.
But, of course, there is also our domestic staff,
composed of one cook, named Countess Maria
Pospischilsky, one governess, Fräulein Pfingstenstern, and one tutor, Amadeus Schuchtern.
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